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Colour, Profile & Hardware
Comparison Guide



At Abbey Windows we supply and install the highest quality Liniar PVC products which are 

available in a wide range of  standard and competitively priced colours and profile options; 
from traditional White and Ivory to realistic Woodgrain finishes, and increasingly more popular 
choices like Chartwell Green and anthracite grey, we have the perfect palette to suit your home 
in the Thames Valley area.

And for the bespoke service, we offer a ‘Painted Service’. Virtually any colour is achieved using 
paint solutions that bond into your windows for a permanent colour enhancement.

Once you’ve chosen your preferred colour and finish, you can then select your profile shape to 
add a personal touch.

Frame Colours

White & White Foil Cream & Cream Foil Chartwell Green

Sculptured Chamfered

UPVC Frame Colour Options
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7016 Grey Black Irish Oak

Golden Oak Mahogany Rosewood
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Profile Options

Liniar’s revolutionary multi-chambered profile comes in two styles. The standard 
Sculptured profile adds that extra touch of elegance to your home with traditional 
decorative detailing.  Whilst the Chamfered system offers a more subtle approach 
with a clean and design that suits modern and traditional homes alike.

No matter which profile options you prefer, Abbey Windows can work with you to 
design your dream double glazing.

UPVC Frame Profile Options
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Standard Liniar Sculptured uPVC Profile Liniar Chamfered uPVC Profile (Optional)

Both profiles shown with optional ‘Energy Plus’ frame enhancements.



Our uPVC Liniar windows are offered as standard in our Sculptured 70mm frame. 
This design is ideally suited to homeowners looking to use the profile shape to 
create ‘shadlow lines’ that break up the plastic surface area creating the feel of 
a thinner frame. An ideal solution for matching traditional timber frames or a 

contemporary feel, all the benefits of a state of the art uPVC profile.

Sculptured
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Chamfered

Profile Options
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Abbey’s Liniar Chamfered or ‘Bevelled’ 70mm PVCu profile provides a simplistic 
finish emulating either traditional putty lines or clean surfaces for a modern 
window effect.  Perfect for a wide range of window projects in Thames Valley area.
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Flush casement windows are nothing new. With 500 year old timber examples 
still in use, the Liniar Flush frame has been sympathetically designed to emulate 
period wooden windows whilst offering the low maintenance and energy saving 
benefits of plastic.

Flush Casement



Hardware

Here at Abbey Windows we understand that the fine details makes a difference.  
We have a wide range of window accessories available to help you complete the 

attractive aesthetics of your home.

From a choice of colours, hinge choices handles and other accessories, you can 
design the perfect windows, doors and conservatories of your dreams.

UPVC Window & Door Accessories
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White

Mila

Available in white, silver, chrome, 
gold, smoked & black

Internal

Available in white, silver, chrome, 
gold & black

External
Available in white, silver, chrome, 

gold & black

Silver Chrome Gold Black

Knockers

Letterplates
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Industry Standard Hinge
All hinges are made exclusively 

in the UK using durable stainless 

steel hardware offering excellent 
corrosion resistance. The ISH is 

used for top hinged applications.

Egress
The Egress hinge opens wider to serve 

as an emergency exit in the even of 
a fire, but now with the ability to also 

slide across for easy cleaning too.

White Silver Chrome Gold Black Monkey Tail

Handles

Hinges

Hinge Colours

White on White Silver on
Irish Oak

Smoked on
Anthracite

Gold on

Cream Foil

Black on

Chartwell Green

Easy Clean
The extra wide opening of the Easy 

Clean hinge makes maintaining 

your windows extremely easy and 
safe and is used as standard.

Note – all colours shown are for guidance only and exact hardware used may vary slightly to those used.  Exact 
products are displayed within our Show Centre.

Products shown relate to Liniar Window ranges only and may vary within other product ranges.
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